
Y4 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Class novel
Bill’s New Frock The Journey of Illiona The London Eye Mystery Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane

Reading
curriculum

RED: non-fic

GREEN:
novel

BLUE: pic
book

YELLOW:
poetry

PURPLE:
extracts

Charlotte’s Web
The Boy at the Back of

the Class

[Poetry] (½)

[Non-Fic] (1)

[Non-Fic] (1)

The Walrus and The
Carpenter (Lewis

Carroll) (½)

The Lost Happy Endings
(Carol Ann Duffy) (1)

The Firebird (Saviour
Pirotta) (2)

Poetry: Macavity The
Mystery Cat (1)

Poetry: Matilda Who
Told Lies And Was

Burned To Death (1)

[Non-Fic] (1)

[Non-Fic] (1)

[Non-Fic] (1)

[Picture Book] (1)

Romeo and Juliet The Secret Lake

Wider
curriculum The Romans Rivers Anglo Saxons and Scots Migration Vikings Natural Resources

Science
States of Matter Electricity

Animals Including
Humans

Sound
Living Things and their

Habitats
Scientific Careers and

Opportunities

EGPS -Word Classes
(nouns, verbs,

adjectives, adverbs,
prepositions)

-Standard English (Verb
Inflections)

-Pronouns
-Using a and an
-Determiners

-Expanded noun
phrases (Recap Y2 +

modifying adjectives,

-Sentence Functions
(Recap Y2)

-Coordination and
Subordination (Recap

Y2-3)

-Fronted adverbials (+
use of the comma after)

-Tenses (Recap Y2-3)
-Punctuation (Recap all

taught + speech
punctuation)

-Morphology (prefixes,
suffixes and word

families)
-Coordination and

Subordination (Recap
all taught)

Revise as needed



nouns and
prepositional phrases)

-Punctuation (Recap
Y1-3 + apostrophes for

plural possession)

Writing
Units

*cohesion
*layout
*editing

Instructions (magic
potions):

Revise subordination
using if and when to
start sentences.

Revise using
prepositional phrases
under, beneath, above,
beside, next to, after,
before, until

Revise using the
apostrophe in
contractions.

Narrative: Portal Story

Using adverbial phrases
and clauses to start
sentences.

Revise subordination
using as and whilst to
start sentences.

Non-chronological
report (Romans):

Using the apostrophe
for plural possession.

Revise using adverbial
phrases to start
sentences.

Narrative (Rags to
Riches):

Speech sentences:
reported clause at the
beginning of the
sentence.

Revise starting
sentences with adverbs.

Starting sentences with
-ed

Narrative: Warning
Story

Revise all speech
sentences taught.

Persuasion (Keep our
Rivers Clean!):

Extend the range of
subordinate clauses to
include although, even
though.

Introduce persuasive
starters: surely,
obviously, without a
doubt

Newspaper Article:
(The London Eye

Mystery)

Revise using adverbial
phrases to start
sentences and
paragraphs.

Diary (Boy at the Back
of the Class):

Revise using present
perfect tense.

One word sentences for
effect.

Playscripts

Biography

features based on
assessment

Narrative

features based on
assessment

Poetry: The Sound
Collector

Narrative: Quest Myth

Starting sentences with
non-finite clauses (-ing)

Final piece = choice
based on assessment

need



Revise speech
sentences (reported
clause at end of
sentence)


